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Abstract

The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the imposed lockdown has fueled the news consumption significantly. News portals, including the ones in Odia language, actively feed news related to Covid-19 to their consumers via their websites and Twitter handles. The news items didn’t restrict to Covid-19 alone; they also touched various life domains like education, healthcare, administration, politics, movies, etc. Discovery of the news trends provides a holistic view of the issues and topics popular in the online community. This could be of interest to advertisers, marketers, researchers, sociologists, and policymakers. This paper applies Topic Modeling to discover the trends from the tweets made by the Odia news media from 20th March 2020 to 31st August 2020, the period which saw the emergence of both ‘lockdown’ and ‘unlocks’ in India. We found that during this period, the Odia news media didn’t restrict themselves to report news surrounding Covid-19; instead, they said other happenings as well.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, Twitter has established itself as one of the major social networks and microblogging services. The Covid-19 pandemic onset has resulted in an infodemic in Social media, and Twitter is no exception. Many news agencies and portals have used Twitter as a potential medium to disseminate information to their consumers. Twitter has gained researchers’ attention due to the copious amount of data generated every second based on a broad number of topics. Researchers have been long focusing on the analysis of tweets to get meaningful insights and present trends. Discovering the trending issues, real-world event detection, sentiment analysis, automatic summarization, Spam detection, Social behavior analysis, etc. are some of the critical research areas concerning the data generated by Twitter. These research focuses are not limited only to the English language but also in many popular languages worldwide. Twitter is conceived both as a news media and a social network [1]. Most of the famous news media houses today break their news first on Twitter. Of late, the news media in Odia language have started this practice and have begun tweeting in Odia language to reach out to their potential readers.

The Odia language is the 6th Indian language and the first amongst the Indo-Aryan language to get 'Classical Language' status by the Indian government due to its long history in literature and originality. Despite being a 1500-year-old language, the Odia language is yet to find a strong foothold in the Internet and
Digital Media. It's only after the Windows 7 operating system where Odia Unicode was fully supported; users could practically use Odia language on the web for their day to day communication. Further, in recent years, support of the Odia language in almost all the mobile phones and cheaper data rates has fueled the growth of the use of the Odia language over the web, news portals, social media like Twitter and Facebook. Today, as many as 58 news portals are in Odia language, 38 out of them regularly push their news items on Twitter. News trend analysis deals with news topic discovery, predicting news trends, and understanding social behavior patterns. This has gained significant traction due to its usefulness in contextual advertising, building recommender systems, and document classification tasks. Twitter itself has a ‘What's happening’ section in its portal where the trending topics are shown based on user’s location, user followings, personal profile, user's domain interests like politics, sports, etc. Twitter's algorithms discover these trending topics based on the tweets' volume and velocity concerning a subject, hashtag analysis, coverage, popularity, reputation, and tweeting behavior of the users. Other researchers also have delved into this news trend analysis by suitably using Twitter API to fetch Twitter data and performing analysis on top of it. So far, the trend analysis is being done with traditional NLP techniques like n-Gram based relative normalized TF-IDF analysis, classification by machine learning, and frequent pattern mining. LDA-based Topic modeling [2] is being applied to discover the tweets' trending topics automatically. Also, many researchers have combined it with temporal information to identify the evolution of issues over time [3], [4], [5], [6].

Tweets can be viewed as a collection of documents, and Topic Modeling can be used to derive latent topics by processing the tweets as documents. Topic Modeling is a statistical method, mostly used to extract representative latent cases from a corpus. Topic models are probabilistic models representing topics as multinomial distributions over words, with a premise that each document from the corpus is described as a suitable mixture of topics. To the best of our knowledge, Topic Modeling is never tried before on Odia language texts. This paper's contribution is about discovering the trending topics by applying Topic Modeling out of the tweets made in Odia language by the news agencies during the Covid-19 period. The period chosen is from 20th March 2020 to 31st August 2020, the period which saw the emergence of both 'lockdown' and 'unlocks' in India. The finding's crux is that the Odia news media didn't limit themselves to Covid-19 news and considerably reported news other than Covid-19.

The paper is constituted as follows: First, we study the related works in this area regarding Trend Analysis and Topic modeling on social media data, particularly Twitter. We then discuss methods of collecting tweets from Odia news media, preprocessing Odia texts, and three different Topic Modeling algorithms applied to them. We evaluated the algorithms in terms of the Topic Coherence score. Finally, we showcased our results and visualized the topic models to identify trending topics.

2. Background

Topic modeling is a method of unsupervised classification used to extract unrevealed topics in a textual database. It is a statistical model used for text mining. It identifies the hidden pattern in a corpus of unstructured textual data. The concept of Topic Modeling was first introduced using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). This non-probabilistic model constructs a semantic space by identifying latent relationships within a collection of documents [7]. LSI is later popularized by Papadimitriou et al. [8]. Thomas Hoffman contributed a probabilistic model for Topic Modeling, i.e., PLSA (Probabilistic latent semantic analysis) [9]. David M. Blei et al. introduced another probabilistic model called “Latent Dirichlet Allocation” (LDA), an algorithm in the realm of machine learning [2], which became very popular and it's the most commonly used topic modeling algorithm today. Dynamic Topic Model is a generative model augmentation to the LDA proposed by Blei et al. that can determine how undiscovered topics are unfolding from a corpus over time [3]. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) is again an LDA augmentation, which deals with the number of topics unknown beforehand. A Dirichlet process is used to determine the appropriate count of the mixture components [10].

Many researchers have applied Topic Modeling on Twitter data. Surian et al. worked on characterizing the discussions made on Twitter about HPV vaccines, using topic modeling. They observed two years of Twitter posts on HPV vaccines using LDA and DMM (Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture) to determine the topics associated with the tweets [11]. Ghosh and Guha used LDA and GIS spatial analysis to identify the tweets people making on obesity and the common obesity-related themes [12]. Melis and Savesk proposed a pooling technique and LDA and Author Topic Model (ATM) to aggregate the tweets in the same user-to-user conversation [13].
In the analysis of news trends from the tweets, Lu and Yang augmented the Moving Average Convergence-Divergence (MACD) indicator with a trend momentum parameter to predict news trends in Twitter [14]. Mathioudakis and Koupadis developed TwitterMonitor to perform real-time discovery of trending topics from the tweets. They identified high occurring keywords and grouped them in terms of co-occurrences [15]. Lau et al. proposed a topic modeling approach to detect trending events on Twitter. They processed the tweets online while updating the topic model based on time slices, thereby dynamically changing the vocabulary [16]. Many interesting research pieces have come out of the analysis of tweets in the Covid-19 pandemic period. Sha et al. used the 'Hawkes Binomial Topic Model' on US lawmakers' tweets to identify the subtopics about risk, testing, and treatment of Covid-19 [17]. De Santis et al. analyzed a system for identifying pertinent topics out of the posts made by Italian Twitter users by employing a pipeline of NLP, Content Aging Theory framework for determination of qualitative parameters of the tweets, co-occurrence analysis to build a topic graph, and graph partitioning [18]. Singh et al. analyzed the conversations made on Twitter worldwide and suggested the existence of a Spatio-temporal relationship between flow information and the new cases of Covid-19. They further discovered that myths and misinformation surrounding Covid-19 are insignificant compared to the other conversations [19]. Lwin et al. performed a trend analysis of four sentiments viz. 'fear,' 'anger,' 'sadness,' and 'joy' by analyzing over 20 million tweets made during Covid-19. They pointed out the rise and fall of these sentiments in the user community over the different governments' different phases dealing with Covid-19 [20]. Ordun et al. applied pattern matching and topic modeling on tweets related to Covid-19 to identify 20 distinct topics. They further applied Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection to determine the quality of topics. They also analyzed retweets to understand the propagation of information [21]. Kabir and Madria created a dataset of tweets generated from US and applied Topic modeling using LDA to perform a temporal study of topic-changes, subjectivity, and emotions [22].

There is a significant paucity of research on NLP in the Odia language when it comes to the Odia language. Though many researchers have tried basic NLP tasks on Odia language texts like Stemmer Development [23], [24], Spell Checker [25], Morphological Analyzer [26], [27], [28], and Named-Entity Recognizer [29], [30], they have not resulted in any tools for future research in the public domain. In the domain of news trend analysis, we could only identify three research publications. Jena and Mohanty categorized the news articles as 'positive,' 'negative,' and 'neutral' using 'Syntactosemantic' tagging. They further performed a sensitivity analysis of Odia news articles by training on an SVM classifier of tf-idf vectors obtained from the text's unigram and bigrams [31]. The same authors in a similar work predicted the public opinion from the Odia newspaper articles [32]. Mohanty et al. by annotating a corpus of Odia sentences collected from the newspaper "The Samaja" and performed Sentiment Analysis using the 'SentiWordNet' developed by them [33]. To the best of our investigation and exhaustive survey of the literature, we find that neither Topic Modeling is tried on an Odia language corpus nor any analysis of the tweets in Odia language was performed. This speaks about the novelty of this work.

3. Methodology

In this work, we will be using LDA governed Topic Modeling to discover the trending topics from the tweets. Our methodology consists of five distinct stages, as shown in Figure 1, which are Data collection, Preprocessing, Topic Modeling using LDA along with LSI and HDP, Evaluation between LDA, LSI, and HDP, and finally, Visualization of the Topic model for proper interpretation. A detailed description of the stages follows in the next section.

Figure 1. Process Employed for Topic Modeling on tweets
3.1. Data Collection

We have used the REST API by Twitter to get the tweets following the 'Application only Authentication' method, making API requests on its behalf, without the user context. We collected the tweets made between 20th March 2020 to 31st August 2020 by 30 popular Odia news Twitter handles viz. SamajaLive, sambad_odisha, NEWS7Odia, DharitriLive1, nitidintoday, otvnews, kanak_news, News18Odia, NandighoshaTV, theargus_in, PratimidhiOdia, ZeeOdisha, sancharlive, odishabhaskar, OKhabara, Odisha_Sambad, odisha_kranti, knewsodia, OdishaReport, OdishaLink, SatyaPrNayak, odishasamachar, OdiaSpot, onakhabar, sakalakhabar, odishatime, aetajeevan, fastnewsnetwor1, OdiaScraps, and OdishaLive. We got a total of 27,318 tweets made by those Twitter handles.

Table 1. Tweeting patterns of the Odia news media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL Links</th>
<th>Hashtags</th>
<th>Mentions</th>
<th>Twitter Handles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>OdishaLive, fastnewsnetwor1, odishatime, OdiaSpot, odishasamachar, nitidintoday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>OdiaScraps, OdishaLink, knewsodia, odisha_kranti, odishabhaskar, NEWS7Odia, SamajaLive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>aetajeevan, onakhabar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SatyaPrNayak, OdishaReport, Odisha_Sambad, sancharlive, ZeeOdisha, PratimidhiOdia, theargus_in, NandighoshaTV, News18Odia, kanak_news, DharitriLive1, sambad_odisha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost all the Twitter handles tweeted the headlines they reported in their corresponding news portal website. The pattern is like 'Headline' followed by the shorted URL link. The design is almost universal across all those news media. However, few of them did use hashtags and mentions (apart from self). Table 1 shows the patterns, and corresponding Twitter handles.

Figure 2. Steps of Preprocessing

3.2. Preprocessing

Preprocessing is necessary for making input data amenable for subsequent analysis. Since Tweets are noisy sentences with various punctuation marks, special characters used to shorten the texts, hashtags, etc., preprocessing is necessary to normalize the entries in the dataset. The preprocessing steps we followed are depicted in Figure 2. We removed the punctuation characters and special characters. We then removed all the English letters, digits, and all Odia numerals. We identified around 370 stop words in the Odia language,
which we removed from the text. Finally, we performed a basic stemming on the words, with the removal of suffixes like 're'(ରେ), 'ru'(େୁ), and 'nka'(ଙ୍କ).

3.3. Topic Extraction

For topic extraction, we used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). With Bayesian inference as to its foundation, LDA is a three-layered hierarchical model in which each of the constituent documents of a document collection can be viewed as a finite blend over a group of hidden topics. LDA visualizes every document as a collection of different topics having a certain probability. The sparse 'Dirichlet priors' in the allocation signifies that the documents span a limited set of topics only and each of the topics is a limited set of frequent words. It brings about a superior disambiguation of words and a better correlation of documents to the topics than PLSA, which is based on mixture decomposition.

Figure 3. LDA plate notation showing Dirichlet distribution of topic-word distributions

Figure 3 shows the LDA Topic Model using the plate notation [34]. In plate notation, popularly used in Bayesian inference, a plate or rectangle is used to represent variables that repeat in a sub-graph and the number in the plate represents the number of repetitions. In this figure, the outer plate corresponds to the documents, whereas the inner plate corresponds to the repeated word positions within a given document. The figure shows the Dirichlet distribution of topic-word distributions of M documents, N words in a document, and K topics. \( \alpha \) is the 'Dirichlet prior' parameter for the topic distribution per document. Higher the value of alpha would mean each document is more likely to contain a blend of most topics instead of any single specific topic. \( \beta \) is the 'Dirichlet prior' parameter for the word distribution per topic. Higher the value of beta would mean each topic is more likely to contain a blend of most words instead of any specific word. \( \theta \) is the distribution of topic for the document m, \( \phi \) is the distribution of words for the topic k, \( \gamma_{mn} \) is the specific word and \( \gamma_{zn} \) is the topic related to the nth word in the document m. Here only W is the observable variable; except W all others are latent variables. The Dirichlet-distributed topic-word distributions are denoted by \( \phi_1, \ldots, \phi_K \).

Figure 4. Matrix of words in a document composed of two matrices consisting of distribution of words in a topic and distribution of topics in a document
The original document-word matrix can be viewed as a composition of two matrices $\theta$ and $\phi$. The matrix $\theta$ is the matrix of documents (as rows) and topics (as columns). The matrix $\phi$ is the matrix of topics (as rows) and words (as columns). Therefore, $\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_M$ is the set of vectors each representing topic-distribution and $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_K$ is the set of vectors each representing word distribution. Therefore,

$$\theta = P(t | d) \text{ i.e., distribution of ‘topics’ in documents}$$

$$\phi = P(w | t) \text{ i.e., distribution of ‘words’ in topics}$$

and the probability that a word $w$ belongs to a document $d$ is given by:

$$P(w|d) = \sum_{t \in \mathcal{L}} P(w|t)P(t|d)$$

which is the dot product of $\theta_d$ and $\phi_t$ for each topic $t$. This is shown in matrix form as shown in Figure 4.

Algorithm 1 Generative Process

Generate ($K, D, M, N$)

{ foreach topic $k \in 1, \ldots, K$ {

$\phi_k \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\beta)$ // word distribution per topic.

foreach document $m \in 1, \ldots, M$ {

$\theta_m \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha)$ // distribution over topics

foreach word $n \in 1, \ldots, N_m$ {

//draw topic assignment

$z_{mn} \sim \text{Multinomial}(1, \theta_m)$

$w_{mn} \sim \phi_{z_{mn}}$ //draw word

}

}

}

To find the latent topics in a set of unknown documents, a generative process is employed wherein, given a set of topics how possibly the documents could have been created. Once we know the process, maybe we can reverse engineer to discover the topics given a set of random documents because documents are nothing but the random blend of latent topics, wherein each of the topics is potentially a distribution over all the words. The generative process for a set of document corpus $D$ consisting of $M$ documents each of length $N_i$ is shown in Algorithm 1. The generative process results in the joint distribution as follows:

$$P(w,z,\theta,\phi|\alpha,\beta) = P(\phi|\beta)P(\theta|\alpha)P(z|\theta)P(w|\phi,z)$$

The ultimate aim of LDA is estimating $\theta$ and $\phi$. Estimating $\theta$ is about finding which words are significant for which topic and estimating $\phi$ is about finding which topics are significant for a given document. What we are interested in, is the unobserved latent parameters $z$, $\theta$ and $\phi$. Each $\theta_d$ is a document representation in topic-space, and each $z_i$ corresponds to the topic which generated the word $w_i$, and $\phi_{i,j} = P(w_i|z_j)$. |
Algorithm 2: Topic Modeling algorithm

LDA(tweets, k)
{
    k ← Number of topics to be categorized
    foreach tweet in the tweets {
        construct bagOfWords from the tweet
        foreach word in the bagOfWords {
            t ← randomly chosen topic out of k topics
            assign a topic t to word
        }
    }
    /*Now all the tweets are distributed with k topics and all topics are distributed over all the words but that may not be the correct representation. Therefore we improve it as follows:*/
    foreach tweet d in the tweets {
        foreach word w in d {
            compute p(t|d) /* portion of words in the tweet d that gets assigned to topic t */
            compute p(w|t) /* portion of the assignments to topic t, over the tweet d, that originated from the word w */
            Reassign w, to a newly formed topic t’, where the topic t’ is chosen having a probability p(t'|d)*p(w|t')
            /* Reiterating the last step a significant number of times would result in a consistent state where the assignment of topics is steady and generate an overall decent mixture of topics in each of the tweets. */
        }
    }
}

3.4. Learning the Posterior Distribution

The key challenge in Topic Modeling is posterior inferencing i.e., learning posterior distributions of the latent variables given the observed data. This is nothing but the generative process in reverse. In LDA, this is done by solving the following:

\[
P(\theta, \phi, z \mid w, \alpha, \beta) = \frac{P(\theta, \phi, z, w \mid \alpha, \beta)}{P(w \mid \alpha, \beta)}
\]

The issue here is that there is no efficient algorithm to compute the above distribution. The denominator \(P(w \mid \alpha, \beta)\) which is the normalization factor cannot be computed precisely. However, many approximate inference methods can be applied, one of which is Collapsed Gibbs Sampling (a variation of Gibbs Sampling), which we will be using for our LDA Topic Modeling [35].
3.5. Topic Extraction from the tweets

The final algorithm used for Topic Modeling on tweets is listed in Algorithm 2. The algorithm uses a bag of word models. The assignments of the topics follow the Collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm. We applied the Topic Modeling algorithm to the tweets collected and preprocessed. We set the number of topics to be extracted as six. The results and Visualization are shown in the next section.

Table 2. Six distinctly interpretable topics from the tweets along with the percentage of total tokens in the dataset that the topic relates to.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic1 (12%)</th>
<th>Topic2 (23%)</th>
<th>Topic3 (14%)</th>
<th>Topic4 (15%)</th>
<th>Topic5 (19%)</th>
<th>Topic6 (17%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ସହିଦ (sahid)</td>
<td>କର ୋନୋ (karonā)</td>
<td>ଭରାତୀ (bhārata)</td>
<td>ଜିଜୁ (dibasa)</td>
<td>ହୁଶିତ (suśānta)</td>
<td>ଜିଳି (jilā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ମୁକଆବିଲା (mukābilā)</td>
<td>ଅକ୍ରାତା (ākrānta)</td>
<td>ରଥା (ratha)</td>
<td>ରାଥା (ratha)</td>
<td>ମାମାଲି (māmalā)</td>
<td>ବର୍ଷା (barṣā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ଶୀତ (shīti)</td>
<td>ଚିହ୍ନଟ (cihnaṭa)</td>
<td>ପାଦ୍ରାହା (pradhānāmantrī)</td>
<td>ଜୀଲକୁ (jillāku)</td>
<td>ମୃତୁ (mṛtyu)</td>
<td>ଗାମ (gām)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ରାଜରାଜା (rājāra)</td>
<td>ରମିନି (modi)</td>
<td>ଓଦିଁରା (odiśāra)</td>
<td>ମକ୍ହୁର୍ଣିତର୍ମାଣ (mukhyamaṇtra)</td>
<td>ବଙ୍ଗ (banyā)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ମୁଣ୍ଡ (muṇḍa)</td>
<td>ପଞ୍ଜିତି (pajitiv)</td>
<td>ହେଳା (deśā)</td>
<td>ଆଭିଣେତା (abhinetā)</td>
<td>ସରକାରା (sarakāra)</td>
<td>ସବଳା (prabala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ମଦ (mada)</td>
<td>ସୁହ୍ରା (sustha)</td>
<td>ଦାଙ୍ଗ (sing)</td>
<td>ମୃତା (mṛta)</td>
<td>ସତକା (tākā)</td>
<td>ସହୃଦ୍ଯନ୍ତେ (sahṛdvada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ଜାରା (jāra)</td>
<td>କାଂଡ (kānda)</td>
<td>ମିଲା (mila)</td>
<td>ମାନିତ୍ର (mantrī)</td>
<td>ସାରତା (sārata)</td>
<td>ସକାର (sakā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ଗୁରତା (guruta)</td>
<td>ଗୋରୁଟା (gorūta)</td>
<td>ଜାନା (jāna)</td>
<td>ପାଣି (pāṇi)</td>
<td>ଢାଣା (žaṇa)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ମମନ୍ତ୍ରି (mukhyamantrī)</td>
<td>ଗୋରୁଟା (gorūta)</td>
<td>ରାମା (ramā)</td>
<td>ଉଦ୍ୁଥ (uddhāra)</td>
<td>ଆଜିଠୁ (ājiṭhu)</td>
<td>ସପ୍ରିମରକୋଟଷ (suprīmkorṭ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ପ୍ରବୃଳ (prabala)</td>
<td>ରେଙ୍କୋନୋଳ (ḍheṅkānāla)</td>
<td>ବିପଦ (bipada)</td>
<td>ଆଜିଠୁ (ājiṭhu)</td>
<td>ସପ୍ରିମରକୋଟଷ (suprīmkorṭ)</td>
<td>ଅଜିଠୁ (ājiṭhu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ସହୃଦ୍ଯନ୍ତେ (sahṛdvada)</td>
<td>ମଦ (mada)</td>
<td>କାଂଡ (kānda)</td>
<td>ପାଣି (pāṇi)</td>
<td>ଢାଣା (žaṇa)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ସହ ନୂଆ (sahara)</td>
<td>ସହୃଦ୍ଯନ୍ତେ (sahṛdvada)</td>
<td>କାଂଡ (kānda)</td>
<td>ପାଣି (pāṇi)</td>
<td>ଢାଣା (žaṇa)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
<td>କାଂଡ (kānda)</td>
<td>ପାଣି (pāṇi)</td>
<td>ଢାଣା (žaṇa)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
<td>କାଂଡ (kānda)</td>
<td>ପାଣି (pāṇi)</td>
<td>ଢାଣା (žaṇa)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
<td>ସହାର (sahāra)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

Table 2 shows six distinctly interpretable trending topics extracted from the tweets with the 10 individual topic terms sorted by the weights in descending order. The table also shows the percentage of total tokens in the dataset that the topics correspond to. Topic2, which is about Corona, identification of positive cases, recovery, etc. is the most trending topic, with 23% of the total tokens. Figure 5 shows the importance of the representative words per topic. Each of the sub figures corresponds to a topic with the representative words plotted on the x-axis and the word count and the weight of the word for that topic are shown in the y-axes. The plot corresponding to the topic identified by Topic2' is having the word Corona (କର ୋନୋ) as the most frequent word with a word count of 6,049 and a term weight of 0.131147 for that topic. However, the topic distribution shows that, apart from Covid-19, other burning topics of that time did surface with the news of the death of Sushant Singh Rajput resulting in Topic5, the news about martyred soldiers in the clash with Chinese troops at LAC resulting in Topic1, the news pertaining to flood situation of Odisha resulting in Topic6, the national news coverage regarding India covered in Topic3, and the local news reporting various road accidents occurred during that time covered in Topic4.
4.1. Visualization

We used pyLDAvis, a Python library intended for interactive Visualization of the generated topic model. Figure 6 shows the Top 30 salient terms. They are shown in descending order in terms of their 'Saliency' [36]. The Saliency of a term helps in determining whether that term is useful in distinguishing the topic. It's computed as:

\[
\text{saliency}(w) = P(w) \cdot \sum_T (P(T \mid w)) \cdot \log \frac{P(T \mid w)}{P(T)}
\]

where \(P(T \mid w)\) is the probability of a topic given a word \(w\), and \(P(T)\) is the topic distribution over the entire corpus.
Among the 30 words shown, the word 'Corona' (କରେନୋ), found in Topic2 is the most salient word with the term frequency touching more than 10,000. It's evident that the news trends of Odia news media during the said period of Covid-19 were mainly around news about Corona, the death of Sushant Singh Rajput, and the flood situation in Odisha.

5. Evaluation

We evaluated our model using the Coherence score [37], a measure used for determining the quality of the topic learning. The higher the Coherence better is the Topic model. Topic coherence is calculated as the sum of pair-wise distributional similarity scores over the topic words, \( W \), i.e.:

\[
\text{Coherence}(W) = \sum_{(w_i, w_j) \in W} \text{Score}(w_i, w_j, \sigma)
\]

where \( \sigma \) is a smoothing factor. The score is computed as the point-wise mutual information (PMI) for a pair of words, i.e.,

\[
\text{Score}(w_i, w_j, \sigma) = \log \frac{p(w_i, w_j) + \sigma}{p(w_i)p(w_j)}
\]
where \( p(w_i) \) is the probability of \( w_i \) in a random document, and \( p(w_i, w_j) \) is the probability of co-occurrence of both \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) in a random document.

We computed the Coherence score for the LSI model, HDP model, and LDA model. The Coherence scores are plotted in Figure 7. LDA model's coherence score is computed as 0.42876, which is higher than that of the HDP and LSI model. Therefore, it's evident that LDA is better than both HDP and LSI model.

Figure 7. Coherence values were computed for LSI, HDP, and LDA models.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have successfully extracted the trending topics out of the tweets made by Odia news agencies during the Covid-19 period. The distinctiveness of the topics shows the effectiveness of the topic model. We have applied basic NLP techniques to preprocess the tweets to make it amenable for topic modeling. We found the trending topics discovered from a little less than 30,000 tweets made in Odia language, in line with perception built-in public as news trends. Moreover, Odia news media tweets during the Covid-19 pandemic period didn't restrict the news surrounding Covid-19, but they did cover other news of importance as well. The model's quality can be improved with a larger dataset and better NLP tools for the Odia language. In the future, we will be applying it on a larger dataset of tweets in Odia language along with other significant NLP tasks for Odia language, such as the development of an electronic lexicon, Stemmer and Lemmatizer. This research will be helpful in tasks like document classification, contextual advertising, and recommender systems.
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